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Sugar and Spice Jon Stobart 2016-12-01 Consumers in eighteenth-century

The Routledge History of the Domestic Sphere in Europe Joachim Eibach

England were firmly embedded in an expanding world of goods, one that

2020-12-29 This book addresses the multifaceted history of the domestic

incorporated a range of novel foods (tobacco, chocolate, coffee, and tea) and

sphere in Europe from the Age of Reformation to the emergence of modern

new supplies of more established commodities, including sugar, spices, and

society. By focusing on daily practice, interaction and social relations, it shows

dried fruits. Much has been written about the attraction of these goods, which

continuities and social change in European history from an interior

went from being novelties or expensive luxuries in the mid-seventeenth

perspective. The Routledge History of the Domestic Sphere in Europe

century to central elements of the British diet a century or so later. They

contains a variety of approaches from different regions that each pose a

have been linked to the rise of Britain as a commercial and imperial power,

challenge to commonplace views such as the emergence of confessional

whilst their consumption is seen as transforming many aspects of British

cultures, of private life, and of separate spheres of men and women. By

society and culture, from mealtimes to gender identity. Despite this huge

analyzing a plethora of manifold sources including diaries, court records,

significance to ideas of consumer change, we know remarkably little about

paintings and domestic advice literature, this volume provides an overview of

the everyday processes through which groceries were sold, bought, and

the domestic sphere as a location of work and consumption, conflict and

consumed. In tracing the lines of supply that carried groceries from merchants

cooperation, emotions and intimacy, and devotion and education. The book

to consumers, Sugar and Spice reveals how changes in retailing and shopping

sheds light on changing relations between spouses, parents and children,

were central to the broader transformation of consumption and consumer

masters and servants or apprentices, and humans and animals or plants,

practices, but also questions established ideas about the motivations

thereby exceeding the notion of the modern nuclear family. This volume

underpinning consumer choices. It demonstrates the dynamic nature of

will be of great use to upper-level graduates, postgraduates and experienced

eighteenth-century retailing; the importance of advertisements in promoting

scholars interested in the history of family, household, social space, gender,

sales and shaping consumer perceptions, and the role of groceries in making

emotions, material culture, work and private life in early modern and

shopping an everyday activity. At the same time, it shows how both retailers

nineteenth-century Europe.

and their customers were influenced by the practicalities and pleasures of

The Oxford Handbook of the History of Consumption Frank Trentmann

consumption. They were active agents in consumer change, shaping their

2012-03-22 The Oxford Handbook of the History of Consumption offers a

own practices rather than caught up in a single socially-inclusive cultural

timely overview of how our understanding of consumption in history has

project such as politeness or respectability.

changed in the last generation.

The Economic Future in Historical Perspective Paul A. David 2006-02-23 In

Luxury in the Low Countries Rengenier C. Rittersma 2010 Painting a

this volume, leading modern economic historians show how analysis of past

panoramic view of conspicuous consumption in the Netherlands and Flanders

experiences contributes to a better understanding of present-day economic

from 1500 to the present, this collection of essays explores the economic forces

conditions; they offer important insights into major challenges that will

that produce a boom in luxury goods. Working from disciplines such as

occupy the attention of policy makers in the coming decades. The seventeen

archaeology, art history, historical ethnology, linguistics, and media studies,

essays are organised around three major themes, the first of which is the

these scholarly contributors explore both the wealth and the social display that

changing constellation of forces sustaining long-run economic growth in

fuels the search for rare commodities.

market economies. The second major theme concerns the contemporary

The Cambridge History of Ireland: Volume 2, 1550–1730 Jane Ohlmeyer

challenges posed by transitions in economic and political regimes, and by

2018-03-31 This volume offers fresh perspectives on the political, military,

ideologies that represent legacies from past economic conditions that still affect

religious, social, cultural, intellectual, economic, and environmental history of

policy responses to new 'crises'. The third theme is modern economic

early modern Ireland and situates these discussions in global and comparative

growth's diverse implications for human economic welfare - in terms of

contexts. The opening chapters focus on 'Politics' and 'Religion and War' and

economic security, nutritional and health status, and old age support - and the

offer a chronological narrative, informed by the re-interpretation of new

institutional mechanisms communities have developed to cope with the risks

archives. The remaining chapters are more thematic, with chapters on

that individuals are exposed to by the concomitants of rising prosperity.

'Society', 'Culture', and 'Economy and Environment', and often respond to

The Industrial Revolution: A Very Short Introduction Robert C. Allen

wider methodologies and historiographical debates. Interdisciplinary cross-

2017-02-16 The 'Industrial Revolution' was a pivotal point in British history

pollination - between, on the one hand, history and, on the other, disciplines

that occurred between the mid-eighteenth and mid-nineteenth centuries and

like anthropology, archaeology, geography, computer science, literature and

led to far reaching transformations of society. With the advent of

gender and environmental studies - informs many of the chapters. The

revolutionary manufacturing technology productivity boomed. Machines

volume offers a range of new departures by a generation of scholars who

were used to spin and weave cloth, steam engines were used to provide

explain in a refreshing and accessible manner how and why people acted as

reliable power, and industry was fed by the construction of the first railways,

they did in the transformative and tumultuous years between 1550 and 1730.

a great network of arteries feeding the factories. Cities grew as people shifted
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from agriculture to industry and commerce. Hand in hand with the growth

original research by a range of established and emerging scholars, each chapter

of cities came rising levels of pollution and disease. Many people lost their jobs

peers into the lives of people from various social groups as they went about

to the new machinery, whilst working conditions in the factories were grim

their daily lives, from citizens on the streets to aristocrats at home in their

and pay was low. As the middle classes prospered, social unrest ran through

country houses, and from the urban elite at leisure to seamen on board ships

the working classes, and the exploitation of workers led to the growth of

bound for the East Indies. For all these people, daily routines were important

trade unions and protest movements. In this Very Short Introduction, Robert

in structuring their lives, giving them a rhythm that was knowable and

C. Allen analyzes the key features of the Industrial Revolution in Britain, and

meaningful in its temporal regularity, be that daily, weekly, or seasonal. So

the spread of industrialization to other countries. He considers the factors that

too were their everyday encounters and relationships with other people,

combined to enable industrialization at this time, including Britain's position as

within and beyond the home; these shaped their practices, movements, and

a global commercial empire, and discusses the changes in technology and

identities and thus served to mould society in a broader sense.

business organization, and their impact on different social classes and groups.

Comparative Responses to Globalization M. Umemura 2012-10-29 Explores

Introducing the 'winners' and the 'losers' of the Industrial Revolution, he

how British and Japanese firms have responded to globalization from a long-

looks at how the changes were reflected in evolving government policies,

term perspective. Incorporates studies from the 18th century and sheds light

and what contribution these made to the economic transformation. ABOUT

on the impact of the institutional setting, the influence of government and

THE SERIES: The Very Short Introductions series from Oxford University

entrepreneurs, and the weight of historical contingency in conditioning firm

Press contains hundreds of titles in almost every subject area. These pocket-

responses to globalization.

sized books are the perfect way to get ahead in a new subject quickly. Our

Consumption and Gender in the Early Seventeenth-Century Household Jane

expert authors combine facts, analysis, perspective, new ideas, and enthusiasm

Whittle 2012-03-01 Lady Alice Le Strange of Hunstanton in Norfolk kept a

to make interesting and challenging topics highly readable.

continuous series of household accounts from 1610-1654. Jane Whittle and

Alcohol Paolo Boffetta 2013-03-07 Written by international leaders in the field

Elizabeth Griffiths have used the Le Stranges' rich archive to reconstruct the

of alcoholism, this book provides an interdisciplinary source of information on

material aspects of family life. This involves looking not only at purchases, but

alcoholism that links together science, policy, and public health in order to

also at home production and gifts; and not only at the luxurious, but at the

emphasise the importance of scientific knowledge with deciding public health

everyday consumption of food and medical care. Consumption is viewed not

policy.

just as a set of objects owned, but as a process involving household

Cities and Social Change in Early Modern France Philip Benedict 2005-06-28

management, acquisition and appropriation, a process that created and

The major changes experienced by France's cities over the period from the

reinforced social links with craftsmen, servants, labourers, and the local

end of the middle ages to the eve of the Revolution are explored by six

community. It is argued that the county gentry provide a missing link in

French and North American historians.

histories of consumption: connecting the fashions of London and the royal

Luxury and Gender in European Towns, 1700-1914 Deborah Simonton

court, with those of middling strata of rural England. Recent writing has

2014-09-04 This book conceives the role of the modern town as a crucial place

focused upon the transformation of consumption patterns in the eighteenth

for material and cultural circulations of luxury. It concentrates on a critical

century. Here the earlier context is illuminated and, instead of tradition and

period of historical change, the long eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, that

stability, we find constant change and innovation. Issues of gender permeate

was marked by the passage from a society of scarcity to one of expenditure

the study. Consumption is often viewed as a female activity and the book

and accumulation, from ranks and orders to greater social mobility, from

looks in detail at who managed the provisioning, purchases, and work within

traditional aristocratic luxury to a new bourgeois and even democratic form of

the household, how spending on sons and daughters differed, and whether

luxury. This volume recognizes the notion that luxury operated as a

men and women attached different cultural values to household goods. This

mechanism of social separation, but also that all classes aspired to engage in

single household's economy provides a window into some of most significant

consumption at some level, thus extending the idea of what constituted

cultural and economic issues of early modern England: innovations in trade,

luxury and blurring the boundaries of class and status, often in unsettling

retail and production, the basis of gentry power, social relations in the

ways. It moves beyond the moral aspects of luxury and the luxury debates to

countryside, and the gendering of family life.

analyze how the production, distribution, purchase or display of luxury goods

Public Universities and the Public Sphere Woodruff D. Smith 2010-11-15

could participate in the creation of autonomous selves and thus challenge

Public Universities and the Public Sphere argues that two crises facing

gender roles.

America – a crisis of public discourse and a crisis of public higher education –

Borderline Stan Goff 2015-02-11 What if the sanctification of war and

are closely connected. The center of significant public discussion in the United

contempt for women are both grounded in a fear that breeds hostility, and a

States is located in a core public sphere consisting of publications, associations,

hostility that rationalizes conquest? The anti-Gospel Christian history of war-

and universities that was consciously constructed in the nineteenth century.

loving and women-hating are not merely similar but two aspects of the same

The modern American university originated in the process that created the

dynamic, argues Stan Goff, in an "autobiography" that spans millennia.

core public sphere. Public universities essentially democratized the core

Borderline is the historical and conceptual autobiography of a former career

public sphere in the twentieth century. Part of the solution, Smith argues in

army veteran transformed by Jesus into a passionate advocate for nonviolence,

this timely work, to both crises lies in understanding and building on the

written by a man who narrates his conversion to Christianity through

connection.

feminism.

The Life Cycle of Russian Things Matthew P. Romaniello 2021-09-09 The

Consuming Splendor Linda Levy Peck 2005-09-19 A fascinating study of the

Life Cycle of Russian Things re-orients commodity studies using

ways in which consumption transformed social practices, gender roles, royal

interdisciplinary and comparative methods to foreground unique Russian and

policies, and the economy in seventeenth-century England. It reveals for the

Soviet materials as varied as apothecary wares, isinglass, limestone and tanks.

first time the emergence of consumer society in seventeenth-century

It also transforms modernist and Western interpretations of the material by

England.

emphasizing the commonalities of the Russian experience. Expert contributors

Daily Lives and Daily Routines in the Long Eighteenth Century Gudrun

from across the United States, Canada, Britain, and Germany come together to

Andersson 2021-08-13 This book explores the ways in which the lives and

situate Russian material culture studies at an interdisciplinary crossroads.

routines of a wide range of people across different parts of Europe and the

Drawing upon theory from anthropology, history, and literary and museum

wider world were structured and played out through everyday practices. It

studies, the volume presents a complex narrative, not only in terms of

focuses on the detail of individual lives and how these were shaped by spaces

material consumption but also in terms of production and the secondary life of

and places, by movement and material culture – both the buildings they

inheritance, preservation, or even destruction. In doing so, the book

occupied and the objects they used in their everyday lives. Drawing on

reconceptualises material culture as a lived experience of sensory interaction.
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The Life Cycle of Russian Things sheds new light on economic history and

an entirely new social institution, the coffeehouse, emerge as the primary

consumption studies by reflecting the diversity of Russia's experiences over

place for consumption of this new drink? In this lively book, Brian Cowan

the last 400 years.

locates the answers to these questions in the particularly British combination

This House is not a Home Lisa Hellman 2018-10-25 In This House is not a

of curiosity, commerce, and civil society. Cowan provides the definitive

Home, Lisa Hellman offers the first study of European everyday life in

account of the origins of coffee drinking and coffeehouse society, and in so

Canton and Macao. Using the Swedish East India Company as a focus, she

doing he reshapes our understanding of the commercial and consumer

explores how domesticity was conditioned by the Chinese authorities.

revolutions in Britain during the long Stuart century. Britain’s virtuosi,

Early Modern European Society Henry Kamen 2021-08-31 A new edition of a

gentlemanly patrons of the arts and sciences, were profoundly interested in

seminal work—one that explores crucial changes within Europe from the

things strange and exotic. Cowan explores how such virtuosi spurred initial

fifteenth to the eighteenth century The early modern period was one of

consumer interest in coffee and invented the social template for the first

profound change in Europe. It was witness to the development of science,

coffeehouses. As the coffeehouse evolved, rising to take a central role in

religious reformation, and the birth of the nation state. As Europeans explored

British commercial and civil society, the virtuosi were also transformed by

the world—looking to Asia and the Americas for new peoples and

their own invention.

lands—their societies grew and adapted. Eminent historian Henry Kamen

Rethinking the Age of Revolutions David A. Bell 2018-09-04 Much of the

explores in depth the issues that most affected those living in early modern

historiography on the age of democratic revolutions has seemed to come to a

Europe—from leisure, work, and migration to religion, gender, and

halt until recent years. Historians of this period have tried to develop new

discipline—and the way in which population change impacted the aristocracy,

explanatory paradigms but there are few that have had a lasting impact. David

the bourgeoisie, and the poor. The third edition of this pioneering study

A. Bell and Yair Mintzker seek to break through the narrow views of this

includes new and updated material on gender, religion, and population

period with research that reaches beyond the traditional geographical and

movement. Richly illustrated, this is essential reading for all those interested

chronological boundaries of the subject. Rethinking the Age of Revolutions

in early modern European society.

brings together some of the most exciting and important research now being

British Clubs and Societies 1580-1800 Peter Clark 2000-01-06 Modern

done on the French Revolutionary era, by prominent historians from North

freemasonry was invented in London about 1717, but was only one of a surge

America and France. Adopting a variety of approaches, and tackling a wide

of British associations in the early modern era which had originated before the

variety of subjects, such as natural rights in the early modern world, the birth

English Revolution. By 1800, thousands of clubs and societies had swept the

of celebrity culture and the phenomenon of modern political charisma, among

country. Recruiting widely from the urban affluent classes, mainly amongst

others, this collection shows the continuing vitality and importance of the

men, they traditionally involved heavy drinking, feasting, singing, and

field. This is an important book not only for specialists, but for anyone

gambling. They ranged from political, religious and scientific societies, artistic

interested in the origins of some of the most important issues in the politics

and literary clubs, to sporting societies, bee keeping, and birdfancying clubs,

and culture of the modern West.

and a myriad of other associations.

A Social History of Germany, 1648-1914 Eda Sagarra 2017-07-12 This volume

Communism Unwrapped Paulina Bren 2012-08-08 Communism Unwrapped

is a pioneering effort to examine the social, demographic, and economic

reveals the complex world of consumption in Cold War Eastern Europe,

changes that befell the Jewish communities of Central Europe after the

exploring the ways people shopped, ate, drank, smoked, cooked, acquired,

dissolution of the Habsburg Empire. It consists of studies researched and

assessed and exchanged goods. These everyday experiences, the editors and

written especially for this volume by historians, sociologists, and economists,

contributors argue, were central to the way that communism was lived in its

all specialists in modern Central European Jewish affairs. The era of national

widely varied contexts in the region. From design, to production, to retail

rivalry, economic crises, and political confusion between the two World Wars

sales and black market exchange, Communism Unwrapped follows

has been preceded by a pre-World War I epoch of Jewish emancipation and

communist goods from producer to consumer, tracing their circuitous routes.

assimilation. During that period, Jewish minorities had been harbored from

In the communist world this journey was rife with its own meanings, shaped

violent anti-Semitism by the Empire, and they became torchbearers of

by the special political and social circumstances of these societies. In examining

industrialization and modernization. This common destiny encouraged certain

consumption behind the Iron Curtain, this volume brings dimension and

common characteristics in the three major components of the Empire, Austria,

nuance to understandings of the communist period and the history of

Hungary, and the Czech territories, despite the very different origins of the

consumerism.

well over one million Jews in those three lands. The disintegration of the

Locating the Global Holger Weiss 2020-08-10 This volume adds to the

Habsburg Empire created three small, economically marginal national states,

plurality of global histories by locating the global through its articulation and

inimical to each other and at liberty to create their own policies toward Jews

manifestation within particular localities. It accomplishes this by bringing

in accord with the preferences of their respective ruling classes. Active and

together interlinked case-studies that analyse various temporal and spatial

openly discriminatory anti-Semitic measures resulted in Austria and

dimensions of the global in the local and the interactions between the local

Hungary. The only liberal heir country of the Empire was Czechoslovakia,

and the global. The case-studies apply a spatial approach to analyse how global

although simmering anti-Semitism and below surface discrimination were

questions of space, movement, networks, borders, and territory are worked

widespread in Slovakia. While one might have expected Jewish communities

out at a local level. The material draws on the Nordic countries, Europe, the

to return to their pre-World War I tendencies to go their independent ways

Atlantic world, Africa, and Australia and ranges from the seventeenth to the

after the introduction of these policies, social and economic patterns which had

twentieth century. It is further divided into sections that address topics such

evolved in the Habsburg era persisted until the Anschluss in Austria, German

as the translocality of humans and goods, local articulations of identities and

occupation in Czechoslovakia, and World War II in Hungary. Studies in this

globalities, parliamentarism and anti-colonialism, the organization of

volume attest to continuing similarities among the three Jewish communities,

knowledge and the construction of spaces of representation and memory.

testifying to the depth of the Empire's long lasting impact on the behavior of

Consumption and the Making of Respectability, 1600-1800 Woodruff D. Smith

Jews in Central Euro

2002 Tying together of several distinct cultural patterns during this century

A Taste for Luxury in Early Modern Europe Johanna Ilmakunnas 2017-06-29

to create a culture of respectability and its impact on popular culture, trade,

Jon Stobart and Johanna Ilmakunnas bring together a range of scholars from

politics, social dynamics, and literature, this original and thoughtful work

across mainland Europe and the UK to examine luxury and taste in early

provides a comprehensive and much-needed understanding of the origins of

modern Europe. In the 18th century, debates raged about the economic, social

modern consumption and all of its cultural implications.

and moral impacts of luxury, whilst taste was viewed as a refining influence

The Social Life of Coffee Brian Cowan 2008-10-01 What induced the British to

and a marker of rank and status. This book takes a fresh, comparative approach

adopt foreign coffee-drinking customs in the seventeenth century? Why did

to these ideas, drawing together new scholarship to examine three related
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areas in a wide variety of European contexts. Firstly, the deployment of

practices of consumption are rooted in historical processes and embedded in

luxury goods in displays of status and how these practices varied across space

geopolitical structures of power. It not only asks how modern consumer

and time. Secondly, the processes of communicating and acquiring taste and

culture came to be in the form it is today, but also questions what its various

luxury: how did people obtain tasteful and luxurious goods, and how did they

manifestations can tell us about wider issues in capitalist modernity. Addictive

recognise them as such? Thirdly, the ways in which ideas of taste and luxury

Consumption offers a compelling new perspective on the origins,

crossed national, political and economic boundaries: what happened to

development and problems of consumption in modern society. The volume’s

established ideas of luxury and taste as goods moved from one country to

interdisciplinary profile will appeal to scholars and students in sociology,

another, and during times of political transformation? Through the analysis of

psychology, history, philosophy and anthropology.

case studies looking at consumption practices, material culture, political

Contested Spaces of Nobility in Early Modern Europe Charles Lipp 2016-05-13

economy and retail marketing, A Taste for Luxury in Early Modern Europe

In recent years scholars have increasingly challenged and reassessed the once

challenges established readings of luxury and taste. This is a crucial volume

established concept of the 'crisis of the nobility' in early-modern Europe.

for any historian seeking a more nuanced understanding of material culture,

Offering a range of case studies from countries across Europe this collection

consumption and luxury in early modern Europe.

further expands our understanding of just how the nobility adapted to the

Investing in Cultural Diversity and Intercultural Dialogue Unesco 2009 This

rapidly changing social, political, religious and cultural circumstances around

report analyses all aspects of cultural diversity, which has emerged as a key

them. By allowing readers to compare and contrast a variety of case studies

concern of the international community in recent decades, and maps out new

across a range of national and disciplinary boundaries, a fuller - if more

approaches to monitoring and shaping the changes that are taking place. It

complex - picture emerges of the strategies and actions employed by nobles to

highlights, in particular, the interrelated challenges of cultural diversity and

retain their influence and wealth. The nobility exploited Renaissance science

intercultural dialogue and the way in which strong homogenizing forces are

and education, disruptions caused by war and religious strife, changing

matched by persistent diversifying trends. The report proposes a series of ten

political ideas and concepts, the growth of a market economy, and the

policy-oriented recommendations, to the attention of States,

evolution of centralized states in order to maintain their lineage, reputation,

intergovernmental and non-governmental organizations, international and

and position. Through an examination of the differing strategies utilized to

regional bodies, national institutions and the private sector on how to invest in

protect their status, this collection reveals much about the fundamental role of

cultural diversity. Emphasizing the importance of cultural diversity in

the 'second order' in European history and how they had to redefine the

different areas (languages, education, communication and new media

social and cultural 'spaces' in which they found themselves. By using a

development, and creativity and the marketplace) based on data and examples

transnational and comparative approach to the study of the European nobility,

collected from around the world, the report is also intended for the general

the volume offers exciting new perspectives on this important, if often

public. It proposes a coherent vision of cultural diversity and clarifies how, far

misunderstood, social group.

from being a threat, it can become beneficial to the action of the international

Luxury and Pleasure in Eighteenth-Century Britain Maxine Berg 2005-06-30

community.

Luxury and Pleasure in Eighteenth-Century Britain explores the invention,

Selling Beauty Morag Martin 2009-10-05 The practices of beauty -- A market

making, and buying of new, semi-luxury, and fashionable consumer goods

for beauty -- Advertising beauty -- Maligning beauty -- Domesticating beauty

during the eighteenth century. It follows these goods, from china tea ware to

-- Selling natural artifice -- Selling the orient -- Selling masculinity.

all sorts of metal ornaments such as candlesticks, cutlery, buckles, and buttons,

The Ideological Origins of Nazi Imperialism Woodruff D. Smith 1989 The

as they were made and shopped for, then displayed in the private domestic

author argues that the imperialist ideology and policies adopted by the Nazis

settings of Britain's urban middling classes. It tells the stories and analyses the

must be seen as the result of a complex evolution of imperialist thinking in

developmentsthat led from a global trade in Eastern luxuries beginning in the

Germany which had its roots in the nineteenth century.

sixteenth century to the new global trade in British-made consumer goods by

Production and Consumption in English Households 1600–1750 Darron Dean

the end of the eighteenth century.These new products, regarded as luxuries

2004-08-02 This economic, social and cultural analysis of the nature and

by the rapidly growing urban and middling-class people of the eighteenth

variety of production and consumption activities in households in Kent and

century, played an important part in helping to proclaim personal

Cornwall yields important new insights on the transition to capitalism in

identities,and guide social interaction. Customers enjoyed shopping for them;

England.

they took pleasure in their beauty, ingenuity or convenience. All manner of

Spaces of Consumption Jon Stobart 2013-01-11 Consumption is well established

new products appeared in shop windows; sophisticated mixed-media

as a key theme in the study of the eighteenth century. Spaces of Consumption

advertising seduced customers and created new wants. This unparalleled

brings a new dimension to this subject by looking at it spatially. Taking

'product revolution' provokedphilosophers and pundits to proclaim a 'new

English towns as its scene, this inspiring study focuses on moments of

luxury', one that reached out to the middling and trading classes, unlike the

consumption – selecting and purchasing goods, attending plays, promenading

elite and corrupt luxury of old.Luxury and Pleasure in Eighteenth-Century

– and explores the ways in which these were related together through the

Britain is cultural history at its best, built on a fresh empirical base drawn

spaces of the town: the shop, the theatre and the street. Using this fresh form

directly from customs accounts, advertising material, company papers, and

of analysis, it has much to say about sociability, politeness and respectability in

contemporary correspondence. Maxine Berg traces how this new consumer

the eighteenth century.

society of the eighteenth century and the products first traded, then invented

Addictive Consumption Gerda Reith 2018-08-29 In this engaging new book,

to satisfy it, stimulated industrialization itself. Global markets for the consumer

Gerda Reith explores key theoretical concepts in the sociology of

goods of private and domestic life inspired the industrialrevolution and British

consumption. Drawing on the ideas of Foucault, Marx and Bataille, amongst

products 'won the world'.

others, she investigates the ways that understandings of ‘the problems of

Consuming Habits Jordan Goodman 2014-04-08 Covering a wide range of

consumption’ change over time, and asks what these changes can tell us about

substances, including opium, cocaine, coffee, tobacco, kola, and betelnut, from

their wider social and political contexts. Through this, she uses ideas about

prehistory to the present day, this new edition has been extensively updated,

both consumption and addiction to explore issues around identity and desire,

with an updated bibliography and two new chapters on cannabis and khat.

excess and control and reason and disorder. She also assesses how our concept

Consuming Habits is the perfect companion for all those interested in how

of 'normal' consumption has grown out of efforts to regulate behaviour

different cultures have defined drugs across the ages. Psychoactive substances

historically considered as disruptive or deviant, and how in the contemporary

have been central to the formation of civilizations, the definition of cultural

world the 'dark side' of consumption has been medicalised in terms of

identities, and the growth of the world economy. The labelling of these

addiction, pathology and irrationality. By drawing on case studies of drugs,

substances as 'legal' or 'illegal' has diverted attention away from understanding

food and gambling, the volume demonstrates the ways in which modern

their important cultural and historical role. This collection explores the rich
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analytical category of psychoactive substances from challenging historical and

Britain, consumerism increasingly defined and redefined individual and social

anthropological perspectives.

identities. New types of consumers emerged: the idealized working-class

The Single Homemaker and Material Culture in the Long Eighteenth

consumer, the African consumer and the teenager challenged the prominent

Century David Hussey 2016-03-03 The Single Homemaker and Material

position of the middle and upper-class female shopper. Linking politics and

Culture in the Long Eighteenth Century represents a new synthesis of

pleasure, Consuming Behaviours explores how individual consumers and

gender history and material culture studies. It seeks to analyse the lives and

groups reacted to changes in marketing, government control, popular leisure

cultural expression of single men and women from 1650 to 1850 within the

and the availability of consumer goods.From football to male fashion, tea to

main focus of domestic activity, the home. Whilst there is much scholarly

savings banks, leading scholars consider a wide range of products, ideas and

interest in singleness and a raft of literature on the construction and

services and how these were marketed to the British public through periods

apprehension of the home, no other book has sought to bring these discrete

of imperial decline, economic instability, war, austerity and prosperity. The

studies together. Similarly, scholarly work has been limited in evaluating

development of mass consumer society in Britain is examined in relation to

gendered consumption practices during the long eighteenth century because

the growing cultural hegemony and economic power of the United States,

of an emphasis on the homes of families. Analysing the practices of single

offering comparisons between British consumption patterns and those of other

people emphasises the differences, but also amplifies the similarities, in their

nations.Bridging the divide between historical and cultural studies approaches,

strategies of domestic life.

Consuming Behaviours discusses what makes British consumer culture

A History of American Consumption Terrence H. Witkowski 2017-09-14 The

distinctive, while acknowledging how these consumer identities are

United States has been near the forefront of global consumption trends since

inextricably a product of both Britain’s domestic history and its relationship

the 1700s, and for the past century and more, Americans have been the

with its Empire, with Europe and with the United States.

world’s foremost consuming people. Informed and inspired by the literature

Consumer Behaviour and Material Culture in Britain, 1660-1760 Lorna

from consumer culture theory, as well as drawing from numerous studies in

Weatherill 2002-09-11 This is a detailed study of the material lives of the

social and cultural history, A History of American Consumption tells the story

middle classes in the pre-industrial era, a period which saw considerable

of the American consumer experience from the colonial era to the present, in

growth in consumption. Lorna Weatherill has brought her highly important

three cultural threads. These threads recount the assignment of meaning to

survey up-to-date in the light of new research. She provides a new

possessions and consumption, the gendered ideology and allocation of

introduction and bibliography, taking account of the latest academic writing

consumption roles, and resistance through anti-consumption thought and

and methodological advances, including computing, and offers further

action. Brief but scholarly, this book provides a thought provoking,

conclusions about her work and its place in current literature. Three main

introduction to the topic of American consumption history informed by

types of documentation are used to construct the overall picture: diaries,

research in consumer culture theory. By examining and explaining the core

household accounts, and probate inventories. In investigating these sources she

phenomenon of product consumption and its meaning in the changing lives of

interprets the social meaning of material goods; and then goes on to relate this

Americans over time, it provides a valuable contribution to the literature on

evidence to the social structures of Britain by wealth, status and locality.

the subjects of consumption and its causes and consequences. Readable and

Breaking new ground in focusing on households and the use of probate

insightful, it will be of interest to scholars and advanced students in consumer

inventories, Weatherill has provided a book which gives both a general

behaviour, advertising, and marketing and business history.

account of the domestic environment of the period, and a scholarly analysis of

Consuming Behaviours Erika Rappaport 2020-05-26 In twentieth-century

the data on consumption patterns.
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